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understanding what perception, justification, and knowledge are. Here the
main question is what constitutes perception, philosophically speaking.
Until we have a good understanding of what it is, we cannot see in detail
how perception grounds belief, justification, and knowledge. These prob-
lems cannot be fully resolved in this book, but we can achieve partial
resolutions. I want to discuss (further) what perception is first and, later,
to illustrate in new ways how it grounds what it does. Let us start by
considering some of the major theories of the nature of perception. Again,
I concentrate on vision, and I want to discuss mainly simple perceiving,
the fundamental kind.

Some commonsense views of perception

One natural thing to say about what it is for us to see the green field is
appealingly brief. We simply see it, in an ordinary way: it is near and
squarely before us; we need no light to penetrate a haze or a telescope to
magnify our view. We simply see the field, and it is as it appears. This sort
of view, called naive realism, has been taken to represent untutored common
sense: it says roughly that perception is simply a matter of the senses telling
us about real things, and it presupposes that no philosophical account of
how they do this is needed.

The view is naive because it ignores problems of a kind to be described in
a moment; it is a form of realism because it takes the objects of perception to
be real things external to the perceiver, the sorts of things that are “out
there” to be seen whether anyone sees them or not.

A more thoughtful commonsense view retains the realism without the
naivety. It is quite commonsensical, for instance, to say that I see the field
because it is before my open eyes and stimulates my vision, thereby appearing
to me as a green, rectangular shape. Stimulating my vision is a causal rela-
tion: the field, by reflecting light, causes me to have the visual experience
that is part of my seeing that very field. Moreover, the field apparently must
cause my visual experience if I am to see it. Since the more thoughtful
commonsense view specifies that the object of perception must be a real
external thing, we might call it a perceptual realism. Most – but not all –
theories of perception incorporate this kind of realism.

To understand why perception must have a causal element, suppose I am
looking at the field and, without my noticing, someone instantaneously
drops a perfect picture of the field right in front of me. If the picture is
shaped and textured just right, my visual experience might not change.
What appears to me might look just as the field did. Yet I no longer see the
field. Instead, I see a picture of it. (I do see the field in the picture, but that
is secondary seeing and not the kind I am talking about.) The reason I do
not now see the field is roughly that it has no (causal) effect on my visual
experience.
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Perception as a causal relation and its four main elements

Examples like this suggest that perception is a kind of causal relation between
whatever is perceived and its perceiver, wherein the object perceived
produces a sensory experience in the perceiver. This is a plausible,
commonsensical, and important point, though it does not tell us precisely
what perception is. I call any theory of perception which incorporates the
point a causal theory of perception. Most theories of perception are causal.

We can now better understand the four elements I have described as
among those crucial in perception: the perceiver, the object perceived, the
sensory experience in which the object appears to the perceiver, and the
causal relation between the object and the perceiver, by virtue of which the
object produces that experience. Thus, if you see the field, there is a
distinctive way, presumably through light transmission to your eyes, in
which the field produces in you the visual sensory experience of a green,
rectangular shape characteristic of your seeing it. If a picture of the field
produces an exactly similar visual experience in the same way, it is the
picture you see, not the field. Similarly, if you hear a piano piece, there is a
special way in which it causes you to have the auditory sensations of
chords and melody and harmony that go with it.

It is difficult, though fortunately not necessary for a general under-
standing of perception, to specify precisely what these causal paths from
the object to the perceiver are. Some of the details are the business of the
psychology and neurophysiology of perception. Others are determinable by
philosophical inquiry. Philosophical reflection shows us, for instance, that
not just any causal chain is the right sort for perception. Suppose the piano
sounds cause a special machine, created by a prankster, to produce in me
both temporary deafness and a faithful auditory hallucination of the piece.
Then I do not hear it, though my sensory experience, the auditory experi-
ence I live through in my own consciousness, is just what it would be if I
did hear it. Nor do I hear it if, though the sound waves reach my brain and
cause me to believe a piano is playing just the piece in question, I have no
auditory experience. Even such a highly informed inner silence is not
musical.

Illusion and hallucination

We can make progress by pursuing the question of why naive realism is
naive. Suppose there is a gray haze that makes the green field look gray. Or
suppose the cup I am holding appears, from a certain angle, as if its mouth
were an ellipse rather than a circle, or feels warm only because my hand is
cold. These are perceptual illusions. They illustrate that things are not always
as they seem. The cup’s mouth is neither elliptical nor warm.

Now imagine that the field burns up. I sorely miss its rich green and
the spruce and maple, and on waking from a slumber in my chair I have a
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hallucination in which my visual experience is just as it would be if I were
seeing the field as it originally was. Here the grass I seem to see is not there
at all. The point is not that something I see is not as it seems (as in the case
of illusion) but that there seems to be something where there is nothing.
With illusion, as illustrated by a partly submerged stick’s looking bent,
experience distorts what is there and is perceived; with hallucination, it
appears that something is there when there is nothing there at all.

Illusions and hallucinations are possible for the other senses too. When
they occur, we do not just see (or hear, taste, smell, or touch) the object.
Either we do not see it as it is or (perhaps) do not see anything at all. Not
everything we perceive is as it appears to be, and naive realism does not
account for this point.

One way to deal with illusion and hallucination is to stress how they
show the need to distinguish appearance from reality. In a visual illusion,
one sees something, but it does not appear as it really is, say circular. In a
hallucination, if anything appears to one, it is in reality even less what it
appears to be than is the object of an illusion, or is not what it appears to
be at all: instead of a blue spruce tree’s appearing blue to me, for instance,
perhaps the conical section of space where it stood appears “bespruced.”

The theory of appearing

The sort of account of perception just sketched as an improvement over
naive realism has been called the theory of appearing: it says roughly that
perceiving an object, such as a book, is simply its appearing to one to have
one or more properties, such as being rectangular. Thus, one perceives it – in
this case, sees it – as rectangular. The theory can also provide the basis of an
account of the sort of experience we have in hallucination as opposed to
normal perception: that experience, too, the theory takes to be a case of
something’s appearing to one to have a set of properties; the object that
appears is simply a different kind: it is hallucinatory.16

The theory of appearing is initially plausible. For one thing, it incorpo-
rates much reflective common sense, for instance the view that if one sees
something, then it appears to one in some way, say as a red barn or at least as
a visually experienced rectangular patch. The theory says nothing, however,
about the need for a causal relation between the object and its perceiver. If,
consistently with its commonsense motivation, one stipulated that the
crucial relation of appearing to the perceiver to have a property – say, to be
rectangular – is or implies a causal relation, one would then have a different
theory (of a kind to be discussed shortly).

In addition to the question of how the theory can do justice to the causal
element in perception, it faces a problem in accounting for hallucinations in
which there is no object to appear to the person at all. I could, after all,
hallucinate a green field when I see nothing physical at all, say because it is
pitch dark or my eyes are closed. In such an empty hallucination – one that
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occurs despite my perceiving nothing – what is it that appears green to me?
There is a plausible answer, but it is associated with a quite different theory
of perception. Let us explore that contrasting view.

Sense-datum theories of perception

Once we think seriously about illusion and hallucination, we begin to
question not only naive realism but also any kind of direct realism in the
theory of perception, any perceptual realism which, like the theory of
appearing, says that we see (or otherwise perceive) external objects
directly, rather than through seeing (or at least visually experiencing)
something else. After all, not only do light rays come between us and
what we see, there are also brain events crucial for seeing. Perhaps these
events or other intermediaries in perception produce or indicate an inte-
rior object, presumably a mental object that plays an intermediary role in
perception.

Hallucination illustrates most readily how such an intermediary might
figure in understanding perception. Imagine that you vividly hallucinate
the field just as it would be if it were before you. This seems quite
possible. If such a “faithful” hallucination occurs, your visual experience –
roughly, what you are aware of in your visual consciousness – is exactly
like the experience you have when you see the field. Does it not then seem
that the difference between ordinary seeing and visual hallucination is
simply in what causes the visual experience, rather than in what you
directly see? When I see the field, it causes my visual experience. When I
hallucinate it, something else (such as my deep desire to have it back)
causes my visual experience. But apparently what I directly see, that is, the
immediate object of my visual experience, is the same in both cases. This
point presumably explains why my visual experience – what occupies my
visual consciousness – is the same whether I am hallucinating the field or
really seeing it. If it were not the same, we could not say things like ‘It
was exactly as if I were seeing the tree in normal light’.

The argument from hallucination

We might develop these ideas by considering an argument from hallucina-
tion. It consists of two connected arguments. The first constituent
argument attempts to show a parallel between hallucination and ordinary
perception:

1 A perfectly faithful (visual) hallucination of a field is intrinsically indis-
tinguishable from an ordinary experience of seeing that field, that is, not
distinguishable from it just in itself as a visual experience, as opposed to
being distinguishable through verifying one’s visual impression by
touching the things around one.
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Hence,

2 What is directly seen, the immediate object of one’s visual experience, is
the same sort of (non-physical) thing in a perfect hallucination of a field
as in an ordinary experience of seeing a field.

But – and we now come to the second constituent argument, which builds
on (2) as its first premise – clearly,

3 What is directly seen in a hallucination of a field is not a field (or any
other physical thing).

Indeed, no field is seen at all in a hallucinatory visual experience, so (3)
seems plainly true. Hence, putting (1) – (3) together, we may infer that

4 What is directly seen in an ordinary experience of seeing a field is not a
field.

The overall idea is that when we ordinarily see an everyday perceptible
object such as a field, we see it through seeing something else directly: some-
thing not seen by seeing anything else. What we see directly – call it a
sense-datum – might be an image. One may prefer (as some philosophers do)
to say that we do not see such things but are only visually acquainted with
them. To simplify, let us just bear this alternative in mind but use the more
natural term ‘see’.

Just what is directly seen when one sees a field, then, and how is the field
indirectly seen? Why not say that what is directly seen is a two-dimensional
object consisting of the same sorts of colors and shapes one sees in the hallu-
cinatory experience? After all, nothing, not even (physical) light, intervenes
between us and them. There is no “space” for intermediaries. Hence, no
intermediaries can misrepresent these special objects. These objects are
apparently internal to us: as traditionally conceived, they could exist even if
we were disembodied minds in an otherwise empty world. The only space
they need is in the mind. Yet we do see the field by seeing them; hence, we
see it indirectly.

The idea that experiencing sense-data is required for perception is nicely
expressed in Emily Dickinson’s poem ‘I Heard a Fly Buzz When I Died’. In
the final moment of her terminal experience,

There interposed a fly,

With blue, uncertain stumbling buzz,
Between the light and me;
And then the windows failed, and then
I could not see to see.
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The external light from the window blocks her eyesight, but this leaves
inner seeing – portrayed here as a condition for ordinary seeing – still
possible. Until the end, she can see to see. It is sense-data that are conceived
as the direct objects of such inner sight.

A sense-datum theory is perfectly consistent with a causal theory of
perception: the field causes the colors and shapes to arise in my visual
consciousness in a way that fully accords with the view that perception is a
causal relation between something external and the perceiver. Perception is
simply a mediated, hence indirect, causal relation between external objects we
perceive and us: the object produces the mediating colors and shapes that
appear in our visual fields, and, through seeing them, we see it.

The theory I am describing is a version of a sense-datum theory of perception.
Such theories are so called because they account for perception by appeal to a
view of what is directly given in sense experience, hence is a datum (a given)
for such experience – the sort of thing one is visually aware of in halluci-
nating a field. This sense-datum thesis (unlike the phenomenalist
sense-datum view to be discussed shortly) is a realist view; but its realism,
by contrast with that of naive realism and the theory of appearing, is indi-
rect.17

Sense-datum theory as an indirect, representative realism

A sense-datum theory is a kind of representative realism because it conceives
perception as a relation in which sense-data represent perceived external
(hence real) objects to us. On some conceptions of sense-data, they are copies
of those objects: shape for shape, color for color, sound for sound. John Locke
held a view of this kind (and in 1689 published it in An Essay Concerning
Human Understanding, especially Books II and IV), though for him sense-
data are copies (‘resemblances’) only of the primary qualities of physical
things – solidity, extension (in space), shape, and mobility – not of their
secondary qualities, above all colors, sounds, smells, and tastes. (He took the
primary qualities to be objective and of the kind that concern physical
science; and he considered the secondary ones to be in a sense subjective, not
belonging to physical things but something like representational mental
elements that they cause in us. Color, then, disappears in the dark, though
the physical object causing us to see it is not changed by the absence of
light.) Our question is whether any sense-datum version of representation-
alism is sound, and we need not pursue the interesting question of how these
two kinds of qualities differ.

Sense-datum theories have had brilliant defenders down to the present
age. The theory has also had powerful opponents. To appreciate it better, let
us first consider how it takes perception to be indirect. Sense-datum theo-
rists might offer several reasons to explain why we do not ordinarily notice
the indirectness of perception (I speak generally here, not solely of Locke’s
version of the theory). Here are two important ones.
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First, normally what we directly see, say, colors and shapes, roughly corre-
sponds to the physical objects we indirectly see by means of what we see
directly. It is only when there is an illusion or hallucination that we are
forced to notice a discrepancy between what we directly see and the object
commonly said to be seen, such as a book.

Second, the beliefs we form on the basis of perception are formed sponta-
neously, not through any process requiring us to consider sense-data. Above
all, we do not normally infer what we believe about external objects from
what we believe about the colors and shapes we directly see. This is why it is
easy to think we “just see” things, directly. Perceiving is not inferential, and
for that reason (perhaps among others) it is not epistemically indirect, in the
sense that knowledge of external objects or beliefs about them are based on
knowledge of sense-data, or beliefs about them. I know that the field is
green through having rectangular green sense-data, not through inference from
propositions about them.18

Perception is not, then, inferentially indirect. But, for sense-datum theo-
rists, it is nonetheless causally and objectually indirect. The perceived object
is presented to us via another object, though not by way of a premise. Let me
describe a bit differently how the sense-datum view conceives the indirect-
ness of perception.

Perception is causally indirect because perceived physical objects cause
sensory experience, say of colors and shapes, by causing the occurrence of
sense-data, with which we are directly (and presumably non-causally)
acquainted in perceptual experience. Perception is objectually indirect
because we perceive external things, such as fields, through our acquaintance
with other objects, namely, sense-data. Roughly, we perceive external things
through perceptual acquaintance with internal things.

By contrast, we normally do not use information about sense-data to
arrive at perceptual beliefs inferentially, say by an inference from my directly
seeing a grassy, green rectangular expanse to the conclusion that a green
field is before me. Ordinarily, when I look around I form beliefs about the
external environment and none at all about my sensory experience. That
experience causes my perceptual beliefs, but what they are about is the
external things I perceive. It is when the colors and shapes do not correspond
to the external object, as where a circle appears as an ellipse, that it seems we
can understand our experience only if we suppose that the direct objects of
sensory experience are internal and need not match their external, indirect
objects.

Appraisal of the sense-datum approach

Let us focus first of all on the argument from hallucination, whose conclu-
sion suggests that what is directly seen in visual perception of external
objects is a set of sense-data. Suppose I do have a hallucination that is intrin-
sically just like the normal experience of seeing a field. Does it follow that
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what is directly seen in the hallucination is the same sort of thing as what is
directly seen in the normal experience? At least two problems confront the
sense-datum theory here.

First, why must anything be seen at all in a hallucination? Imagine that
you see me hallucinate the burned-up field. I might get up, still half asleep,
and cry out, ‘It’s regrown!,’ pointing to the area. You might conclude that I
think I see the field again. My initial reaction to realizing I had hallucinated
the field might be that, hallucination or no, I saw it. But I might just as
easily slump back in my chair and mumble that I wish I had seen it.

A compromise view would be that I saw the hallucinated grass in my
mind’s eye. But suppose I did see it in my mind’s eye, and again suppose that
the hallucination is intrinsically just like the ordinary seeing. Does it follow
that what I directly see in the ordinary experience is the same as what I see
in the hallucination, namely, something in my mind’s eye? It does not. The
notion of seeing in one’s mind’s eye is metaphorical, and such seeing need
not imply that there is any real thing seen, in or outside the mind. However
vividly I may, in my mind’s eye, see myself standing atop a giant pyramid in
Toronto, there is no pyramid there, nor need there be any pyramidal object
in my mind.

There is a second reason for resisting the conclusion that something must
be directly seen in hallucinations. Recall that my seeing a green field is
apparently a causal relation between a sensory experience in me and the field
that produces the experience. If this view is correct, why should the possi-
bility that a hallucination can mimic my seeing the field tell us anything
about what is directly seen (or is an object of visual acquaintance) when one
sees that field? It is not as if we had to assume that only an experienced object
can produce the relevant sensory experience, and must then conclude that it
is an internal perceptual object, since there is no other candidate. Many
things can have more than one cause, and the sense-datum theorist has no
argument to show that only an internal perceptual object, as opposed, say, to
an abnormality in the visual cortex (which need not be an object at all), can
cause the hallucinatory experience.

Moreover, from the similarity of the internal, experiential elements in the
hallucination and the internal ones occurring in genuine perception, one
might as well conclude that since the ordinary experience is one of seeing
only an external rather than an internal object, the hallucinatory experience
is different only in the absence of the external object. Rather than add to the
components that seem needed to account for the ordinary experience, we
subtract one that seems needed to account for the hallucination. This yields
a more economical theory of perception.

An analogy may help. Compare trying to infer facts about how we see an
original painting from facts about how we see it in a photo of it. From the
indirectness of the latter seeing, it certainly does not follow that ordinary
seeing of the painting is indirect. And even if a photographic viewing can be
so realistic that it perfectly mimics an ordinary viewing, it does not follow
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that photographic, two-dimensional objects are components in ordinary
seeing. Similarly, no matter how much like ordinary experiences hallucina-
tions can seem, it does not follow that the former have all the internal
elements (roughly, mental or mind-dependent elements) of the latter.

It will help to consider a different analogy. Two perfect ball-bearings, by
virtue of being exactly the same in diameter and constitution, can be intrin-
sically indistinguishable, yet they can still differ significantly, one being on
your left and one on your right. Their intrinsic properties can thus be iden-
tical, while their relations (to you) differ: one is left of you, the other right of
you; hence they do differ in their relational properties. Similarly, the halluci-
nation of a field and the ordinary visual experience of a field can be
intrinsically indistinguishable, yet differ in their relations to me or to other
things. One of them, the visual experience of a field, may be an element in a
perceptual relation to the field; and the experience we call hallucination,
which is not based on perceiving the external object hallucinated, may not be
an element in any perceptual relation to the field, but only a process I
undergo (an element simply “in” me on the plausible assumption that it is
mental).

To account for the difference between the two kinds of experience, we
might say this: the visual experience represents an external thing to me; the
hallucinatory experience, though intrinsically just like the visual one, does
not, but as it were only pretends to represent an external thing. Thus, for all
the argument from hallucination shows, the ordinary experience of seeing
might be a relation to an object such as a green field, namely the relation of
directly seeing, while the hallucinatory experience of a green field is not a
relation to that field, such as being an internal copy of it, or even a relation
to any other object, such as a perceiver.

The points just made about the argument from hallucination indicate
that it is not sound. Its first premise, (1), does not entail the conclusion
drawn from it, (2). Nonetheless, the argument poses serious problems for
alternative theories. What explanatory account of hallucinations and illu-
sions besides the sense-datum account might we adopt? To see some of our
alternatives, it is best to begin with illusion rather than hallucination.

Recall the mouth of the cup viewed from an angle. A sense-datum theory
will say we directly see an elliptical shape and indirectly see the cup. The
theory of appearing, however, can also explain this: it reminds us that things
need not be what they appear to be and says simply that they can appear
elliptical even if they are round.

Adverbial theories of perception

One could also combine the causal element in the sense-datum approach
with the direct realism of the theory of appearing and move to a third
theory, one that says the cup causes us to see it directly, rather than through
producing sense-data in us, yet (because of our angle of vision) we see it as if
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it were elliptical. To avoid suggesting that anything in one’s experience need
be elliptical, one could take this to mean that the cup visually “appears
elliptically” to us. Here the adverb ‘elliptically’ describes a way in which we
visually experience the cup. It does not imply that there is an object that
appears to us and is elliptical.19 Let us explore this idea in relation to the
theory associated with it.

It should now be clear why we need not grant (what sense-datum theo-
rists sometimes seem to assume about perception) that in order for an object
to appear a given way to us there must be something we see that is that way,
for instance an elliptical sense-datum. Suppose that one says simply that the
cup appears elliptically, using this adverb to designate the way it appears, or
(speaking from the perceiver’s point of view) how one visually experiences it:
elliptically. To say it appears elliptically is roughly to say it appears in the
way an ellipse does (viewed from directly above its center), as opposed to the
way a circle does.

If this adverbial interpretation of such statements as ‘I see an ellipse’
seems artificial, consider an ordinary analogy. If I say I have a fever, no one
could plausibly insist that there is an object, a fever, which I have. ‘I have a
fever’ is a way of saying I am feverish, i.e., my body is above a certain
temperature. What our language seems to treat as a statement of a relation
to an object, a fever, is really an ascription of a property: the property of
having a temperature above a certain level. Just as ‘having a fever’ can
ascribe a certain temperature, ‘seeing a parallelogram’ (in illusional and
hallucinatory cases) can ascribe a certain visual experience.

On the basis of this move, one can construct what is called the adverbial
theory of perception. Unlike the theory of appearing, which takes perception to
be an unanalyzable relation in which things appear to us as having one or
more properties, an adverbial theory conceives perception as an analyzable
way of experiencing things. In what may be its most plausible form, it says
roughly that to perceive an object is for that object (in a certain way) to
produce in one a sensory experience of it: to cause one’s experiencing it in a
certain qualitative way, say to see a stick as straight (or, given the illusion
induced by partial submersion, as bent). Both theories are, however, direct
realist views. Other similarities (and some differences) between the two
theories will soon be apparent.20

The adverbial theorist stresses that we see (or otherwise perceive) things
in a particular qualitative way and that they thus appear to us in that way.
Often they appear as they are; sometimes they do not. In each case they are
seen directly, not through intermediaries. Even if I do not see the cup as
circular, I do see it: it is seen directly, yet appears elliptically.

So far, so good, perhaps. But what about hallucinations? Here the adver-
bial theory again differs from the theory of appearing. Unlike the latter, it
denies that all sensory experience is of some object. The importance of this
denial is not immediately apparent, perhaps because we suppose that usually
a person visually hallucinating does see something. Consider Shakespeare’s
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Macbeth, distraught by his murder of Duncan, hallucinating a dagger that
seems to him to hover in mid-air:

Is this a dagger which I see before me,
The handle toward my hand? Come, let me clutch thee.
I have thee not, and yet I see thee still.
Art thou not, fatal vision, sensible
To feeling as to sight? or art thou but
A dagger of the mind, a false creation,
Proceeding from the heat-oppressed brain?
I see thee yet, in a form as palpable
As this [sword] which now I draw.

(Act II, scene i)

Perhaps Macbeth does see something in the place in question, say the wall
behind “the dagger” or at least a chunk of space where it hovers. An adver-
bial theorist might thus posit an “object” where the “dagger” seems located,
if only the section of space where it seems to be, for Macbeth to experience
“daggerly.” On one view, this object might be thought to play a role in
causing him to have daggerish visual sensations, but it is not clear that there
need be any such object in a hallucination. For the theory of appearing, the
space before him, despite being transparent, might somehow appear to him
to be a dagger. Indeed, in this case what the adverbial theorist calls experi-
encing “daggerly” might be roughly equivalent to what the theory of
appearing calls having something appear to one to be a dagger.

Supposing we accept this adverbialist account, what happens if it is pitch
dark and Macbeth’s hallucination is therefore empty, in the sense that there is
nothing he sees, and hence nothing to serve as an object distorted into an
apparent dagger? Then, whereas the theory of appearing may have to posit
something like a sense-datum (or other special kind of object) to serve as what
appears to be a dagger, the adverbial theory can take a different line and deny
that there is any kind of object appearing to him. It may posit some quite
different account of his “bedaggered” visual experience, such as a psychological
account appealing to the influence of drugs or of his “heat-oppressed brain.”

Is it really plausible to hold, with the adverbial theory, that in this
instance Macbeth saw nothing at all? Can we really explain how the normal
and hallucinatory experiences are intrinsically alike without assuming they
have the same direct objects? In the light of the special case of empty hallu-
cination, then, the sense-datum theory may seem the most plausible of the
three. It provides an object of Macbeth’s visual experience even if it occurs in
utter darkness, whereas the adverbial theory posits no objects at all to appear
to one in empty hallucinations. Moreover, the sense-datum view postulates
the same sort of direct object for ordinary perception, illusion, and halluci-
nation, whereas the theory of appearing does not offer a uniform account of
their direct objects and must explain why entities like sense-data do not
occur in normal perception as well as in empty hallucination.
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Perhaps, however, the hallucination problem seems more threatening
than it should to the adverbial theory because hallucinations are felt to be
perceptual experiences and hence expected to be of some object. But as we
have seen, although hallucinatory experiences can be intrinsically indistin-
guishable from perceptual ones, all that can be assumed is that the former
are sensory experiences. Hallucinatory experiences, on the adverbial view, are
simply not cases of perceiving, at least not in a sense requiring that any
object appear to one.

Thus, nothing at all need appear to one in hallucinations, though it may
appear to the subject that something is there. The hallucinator may then be
described as having a visual sensory experience, but – since nothing is
perceived – not a genuine perceptual experience.

Adverbial and sense-datum theories of sensory
experience

A perceptual experience is always sensory, and normally a sensory experi-
ence of the sort we have in perceiving is genuinely perceptual. But a kind
of short-circuit can cause the sense-receptors to produce sensory experience
that is not a normal perceptual experience (or even part of one). It is
important to consider the debate between adverbial and sense-datum theo-
ries in relation to sensory experience. Both theories take such experience to
be essential to perception; both offer accounts of sensory experience as well
as of perception; and some in each camp may take the former as a more
basic concern.

The most natural thing for adverbial theorists to say about hallucinatory
experience is that it is not genuinely perceptual, but only sensory. They
might, however, say instead that where a perceptual experience is hallucina-
tory, it is not a case of seeing (except perhaps in the mind’s eye, or perhaps in
the sense that it is seeing colors and shapes conceived abstractly as properties
and not as belonging to sense-datum objects). The former description
accords better with how seeing is normally understood: normally, we cannot
be said to see what is not there.

The theory suggested by these responses to the hallucination problem
might be called the adverbial theory of sensory experience. It says that having a
sensory experience, such as a hallucination of a green field, is experiencing in
a certain way, for example visually experiencing “green-fieldly.” Our
commonsense assumption is that hallucination is not usual (for normal
people) and that most vivid sensory experiences are genuinely perceptual.
They are of, and thus caused by, the external object(s) apparently perceived.
But some sensory experiences are neither genuinely perceptual nor externally
caused. People having them are in, say, a vision-like state, and what is going
on in their visual cortex may be the same sort of process that occurs when
they see things. Yet they are not seeing, and their visual experience typically
has an internal cause, such as an abnormal emotion.
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May we, then, regard sense-datum theories of perception as refuted by the
points just made in criticism of the argument from hallucination and on
behalf of the suggested adverbial theory and the theory of appearing?
Certainly not. We have at most seen how one major argument for a sense-
datum theory of perception fails and how alternative theories of perception
can account for the apparently central elements in perception: the perceiver,
the (ordinary) object perceived, the sensory experience, and the causal rela-
tion between the second and third.

Indeed, supposing that the argument from hallucination fails to show
that sense-data are elements in normal everyday perception, sense-data
might still be needed to account for non-perceptual sensory experience
(sometimes loosely called perceptual experience because it is characteristic
of that). In this limited role, one might posit a sense-datum theory of non-
perceptual sensory experience. On this view, such experience is simply direct
acquaintance with sense-data.

A sense-datum view may seem preferable to an adverbial theory of sensory
experience. For one thing, there is something unsatisfying about the idea
that even in a visual hallucination so vivid that, if one did not suspect error,
one would stake one’s life on the presence of the hallucinated object, one sees
nothing, except either metaphorically in one’s mind’s eye, or in a sense of
‘see’ which does not require that any object be seen. Still, perhaps there is
such a sense of ‘see,’ or perhaps one can experience colors and shapes in a
visual way without seeing anything.

There is another aspect of the controversy. It concerns the metaphysics
associated with adverbial and sense-datum theories of any kind, specifi-
cally, the sorts of things they require us to take as fundamental realities. In
this respect, the adverbial theories of perception and sensory experience
have a definite advantage over the counterpart sense-datum theories: the
former do not posit a kind of object we would not otherwise have to regard
as real. From the adverbial perspective, the objects that perception and
sensory experience involve are simply perceivers and what they perceive.
These are quite familiar entities which we must recognize and deal with
anyway.

Sense-data are quite different from ordinary (presumably physical) objects
of perception. Sense-data are either mental or at least depend for their exis-
tence on the mind of the subject. Yet they are unlike some mental
phenomena in that no plausible case can be made for their being really brain
phenomena, since they have properties, for instance green color and perfect
rectangularity, not normally found in the brain.21

Moreover, there are difficulties in the way of fully understanding sense-
data in any terms. Is there, for instance, even a reasonable way of counting
them? Suppose my image of the green field gradually gets greener. Is this
a sense-datum changing or a new one replacing an old one? There seems to
be no way to tell. If there is no way to tell, how can we ever be sure we
learn more about a sense-datum than what initially appears to us in experi-
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encing it: how can one distinguish learning something more about it from
learning about something new?22

Problems like these also affect the theory of appearing insofar as it must
posit sense-data or similar entities to account for hallucinations. To be sure,
such problems can also beset our understanding of ordinary objects. Can we
always distinguish a mountain with two peaks from two mountains, or one
snarled barberry bush from two? But these problems seem less serious, if
only because there is no question that there are some things of the physical
kind in question. The corresponding problems may in the end be soluble for
sense-data, but they at least give us some reason to prefer a theory that does
not force us to regard sense-data as the only objects, or as even among the
objects, we are directly aware of when we see, hear, touch, taste, and smell.

Phenomenalism

If some philosophers have thought that perception can be understood
without appeal to sense-data, others have conceived it as understandable in
terms of sense-data alone as its objects. This view has the advantage of
being, in at least one way, simpler than the adverbial and sense-datum theo-
ries. But the view is motivated by other considerations as well.

A sense-datum version of phenomenalism

Think about the book you see. It is a perceptible object. Suppose we may
conceive a real perceptible object as a perceptible object that is as it is, inde-
pendently of what we think it to be. Still, real perceptibles, such as tables
and chairs and books, are also plausibly conceived to be, by their very
nature, knowable. Indeed, it is doubtful that real objects of this sort could be
unknowable, or even unknowable through the senses if lighting and other
perceptual conditions are good. Now suppose we add to these ideas the
assumption that our only genuine, certain knowledge of perceptibles is
restricted to what directly appears to us and would be as it is even if we
should be hallucinating. And what more does appear to us besides colors,
shapes and other sensory properties? Further, how do we know that this
book, for example, could even exist without someone’s perceiving its sensory
properties? Certainly we cannot observe the book existing unperceived. If you
observe it, you perceive it.

Moreover, if you imagine subtracting the book’s sensory properties one by
one – its color, shape, weight, and so on – what is left of it? This is not like
peeling an apple, leaving its substance. It is like stripping layer after layer
from an onion until nothing remains. Might we not conclude, then, that the
book is not only known by its sensory properties, as the other theories of
perception also hold, but is constituted by a stable collection of such proper-
ties, a collection of visual, tactual, and other sense-data which recur in our
experience, confronting us each time we have the sense-data corresponding
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